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The world wide web contains an
enormous amount of information and
its web-like nature means that the
main problem users encounter is
finding the particular bits of
information that they are interested
in. Last month’s Web alert (Chem. Biol.
6:R261-262) described some of the
tools available for searching the web.
Here we deal with how to optimise
search terms when using directories
and search engines.
There are many ways to improve
searches and let a user quickly drill
down to just the results that he or
she is interested in. Unfortunately,
not every method is supported by
every search engine, but the
majority of the methods presented
here should be available in one form
or another. This does mean,
however, that the best advice for
using a particular search engine is to
read the help pages before starting.
Most of the tips in this Web alert
involve making a search term more
specific in order to reduce the
number of results, which is the most
commonly encountered problem.
One of the simplest methods is to
use a phrase search. Putting a search
term in quotes forces a search
engine to find that exact phrase. For
example, searching for plant
molecular biology using the search
engine Excite produces over a
million results, but searching for
“plant molecular biology” gives only
1870 hits. In the first case, Excite is
looking for web pages that contain
all three words anywhere in the text,
but in the latter case the only pages
that are returned are those in which
the exact phrase occurs.
Another simple, but powerful,
technique is to specifically include or
exclude terms by prefixing them
with a ‘+’or a ‘–’ sign respectively.
For example, searching for
hormones +cytokinin –auxin will give
pages about hormones that all
mention cytokinin, but not auxin.
A more flexible method involves
using Boolean operators, which allow
you to define specific relationships
between elements of your search
term. The three most commonly
used operators are AND, OR and NOT.
Some search engines also allow
abbreviations of these operators such
as &, | and !, respectively (which
should be familiar to many
programmers). The operators work in
a fairly intuitive way. Searching for
cytokinin AND auxin will find pages that
contain both words. Searching for
cytokinin OR auxin will find pages that
contain either cytokinin or auxin (but
not necessarily both). And lastly,
cytokinin NOT auxin as a search string
will find pages that contain
cytokinin, but not auxin. These
examples are very simple, but
parentheses can be used to construct
quite complex Boolean phrases. For
example, searching for (plant AND
hormones) NOT (auxin OR cytokinin)
should find pages about plant
hormones that do not mention auxin
or cytokinin. Incidentally, on some
search engines, the NOT operator
allows you to discover how many
web pages the engine has ‘spidered’.
Searching for NOT iansealy (or any
other nonexistent word) shows the
number of pages that do not contain
that word, which is actually the
number of indexed pages.
Another operator supported by
many search engines is NEAR. As its
name suggests, this allows a user to
specify that one word appears close
to (but not immediately adjacent to)
another word. Using NEAR can be
more flexible than phrase searching
and is often used in place of the
AND operator when trying to refine
a search.
If you are looking for a specific
name, it can be useful to include the
initial upper case letter. For
example, a search for smith will
actually find pages that contain
smith, Smith or SMITH, but a
search for Smith will often only find
pages that include Smith.
If you want to increase the
number of hits returned, try using
wildcards (generally denoted by
an *), which can be useful in
ensuring that relevant pages are not
inadvertently overlooked. A search
for plant* will find pages that contain
plants, planting, planted and
Plantae, as well as plant.
Many search engines allow you
to refine your search by restricting it
to certain attributes of a web page.
For example, restricting a search to
the title of a page might be expected
to improve the relevancy of the
results returned, because a page that
contains a particular word in the title
is likely to deal with that topic
extensively. The syntax for these
searches does vary, but something
like title:auxin is a common way to
find pages that contain the word
auxin in the title. There are many
similar restrictions available. For
example, searching for hormones
+host:ac.uk might find pages about
hormones, but only if they were
hosted on UK academic web sites.
Searching for link:http://biomednet.
com/cbiology/cmb/ might allow the
identification of web pages that link
to the Chemistry & Biology site.
The intention of this Web alert
was to give you a flavour of some of
the ways you can modify your search
terms to improve results. Utilising
some of these methods could save
you hours of frustration and I hope
that if a search engine tells you that
it has found 24,263,874 pages that
this becomes merely the start of
your search, rather than the
beginning and end.
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